A

The most powerful interactive
whiteboarding solution.

Edge+ USB Pack

Edge+ Wireless Pack

Edge+ Complete Pack

Make your surface smart.
Transform your classroom or meeting space into a smart environment.
Make any projection, LED/LCD screen, or whiteboard surface fully
connected and completely interactive. The eBeam Edge+ is the latest,
most advanced in the Edge product line, taking interactivity to a whole
new level. Use it with any application, capture and stream everything
you write, and ensure you’re making the most out of your space.

Fully compatible with:

Meeting connect with:

Learn more at www.e-beam.com

product.

eBeam Edge+ USB brings interactivity to any surface. Using a simple
USB cable, transform your classroom or meeting room into a dynamic
learning environment where students and colleagues can focus,
participate and collaborate.

Edge+ Stylus

Core components:

2X
2 Styluses

Edge+
Sensor

Edge+ Sensor

LED/LCD
TV Display
Bracket

Edge+ Wireless Dongle

eBeam Edge+ Wireless brings interactivity to any surface, quickly
transforming your classroom or meeting room into a dynamic learning
environment where students and colleagues can focus, participate
and collaborate. Fully wireless, using a USB dongle or Bluetooth, it’s
the most portable solution on the market.
Core components:

2X
2 Styluses

Edge+ Sensor
Edge+
Sensor

Wireless USB
Dongle

LED/LCD
TV Display
Bracket

Edge+ Stylus

Edge+ Sensor

4 color
Smartmarker Sleeves

The Edge+ Complete pack includes everything in the wireless pack
plus the Marker Pack accessories. This includes: four marker sleeves
(black, blue, red and green), a multi-charging cradle that charges all
four sleeves and the sensor at the same time, and a large eraser.
Core components:

2X
2 Styluses

4X
4 Sleeves:
black, red,
blue, green

Edge+
Sensor

Wireless USB
Dongle

LED/LCD
TV Display
Bracket

Multi-Charge
Cradle

Large Eraser

Luidia inc. is the creator of Equil and eBeam™ interactive technology that helps the world
capture and share content. The company’s products are utilized by organizations of all sizes,
with hundreds of thousands of users across multiple industries and geographies. For more
information on Luidia, please visit www.luidia.com.
©2016 Luidia, Inc. All rights reserved. eBeam and the Luidia logo are registered trademarks
of Luidia, Inc. Other product names and logos are the property of their respective owners.

Large eraser
Multi-Charge Cradle

